
  
 

Context 
Our Lady and St. Joseph’s Primary School is a single form entry, voluntary aided Catholic 
primary school with F1 provision. It is rooted in the community of Wath-upon-Dearne, an 
ex-mining town, and in the Parish of St. Joseph’s. The catchment area is urban with a 
mixture of private and social housing. Many children come from families with a long 
association with the school but there are increasingly new families joining with more 
professional families choosing the school.  
 
We have a profound desire that every child learns to read fluently and a great emphasis on 
early reading acquisition. This is backed up by staff expertise, continuous professional 
development and financial prioritising. 
 
Although children generally enter F1 at slightly below national expectations, external 
measures suggest that the school is successful at teaching reading.  However, as a school we 
Knew that although attainment is important for our children, it does not prepare them to be 
lifelong readers for pleasure. With this is mind, we made some significant changes within 
school.  We moved away from the Institute of Education’s Book Bands, choosing instead to 
put real, carefully chosen books in each classroom and we changed the name of our daily 
Reading lesson to Comprehension in an attempt to separate reading skills and preparation 
for testing from the real reading for pleasure we wanted our children to enjoy and sustain. 
We were therefore delighted to be part of the Open University’s Reading for Pleasure (RfP) 
project. 
 

Explore 
At the start of the project, we used Open University surveys with all staff and children to 
gather baseline information and help inform focused priorities for our work.  For staff, we 
particularly looked at breadth of knowledge of authors of fiction and picture fiction and 
knowledge of children as readers.  For children, we were firstly interested in how children 
felt about reading in general and then whether children could name favourite books or 
authors to gauge simple preferences. 
 
Survey Findings 
Staff Reading for Pleasure 
The word cloud below illustrates staff knowledge of children’s authors.  They relied on 
narrow, well-established authors, many from their own reading experiences as children 
rather than an expanding knowledge as an adult practitioner. 
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Survey Findings 
Children’s Reading for Pleasure  

• Findings from the children’s questionnaire showed that in younger children there 
was no strong correlation between children liking reading and thinking they were 
good at reading – many felt that although they only thought reading was ‘ok’ they 
still considered themselves to be good readers. 

• In older children, more children said they did not like reading or only thought it was 
ok because they thought it was hard or they weren’t good at it. We knew as a staff 
that we were responsible for this perception of reading and needed to change it! 

• Children were clear that they had choices in what to read themselves but not 
always/often in what was read to them. 

• Very few authors were named – Roald Dahl, David Walliams, Tom Fletcher, Jeff 
Kinney, JK Rowling, Julia Donaldson, Max Brook and one child named Michael 
Morpurgo. 

  

 
 

 
 
 
Penny in Y2 was a fluent reader and confident in her reading ability but said that she didn’t 
enjoy reading. We decided to choose her as a focus group reader so that we could unpick 
this further.  We will return to Penny later. 
 

 
 
 

• Many adults named the author they 
were currently reading in class. 

• Few poets were named, and more 
authors of novels named than 
picture books especially in KS2. 

• Many staff reflected on this area of 
their own practice as an area for 
development 

• Most staff felt they were not 
knowledgeable about children’s 
reading preferences. 

 

Very few children in KS1 said 
that they didn’t like reading. 
Although the percentages 
are the same, the children 
who said they didn’t like 
reading were not the same 
children who felt they 
weren’t good at reading. 
 



  
 
 
 

 
 
 
While there was clearly work to be done, we were not surprised by the outcomes, and were 
heartened that an aspect of reading we felt was a strength in school, that of regular reading 
aloud to all children, was clearly shown to be embedded across school as shown by this 
small selection of children’s responses. 
 

 
 

Prepare 
Our Aims 
Following the analysis of the baseline data, our overall aims for the project were identified 
as: 

• develop staff knowledge of children’s literature 
• develop staff knowledge of children as readers 
• developing book talk between adults and children and peers. 

In LKS2, an increasing 
number of children 
indicated that they 
didn’t enjoy reading 
because they weren’t 
good at reading. 
Some could name a 
favourite book, but 
fewer named a favourite 
author. 
 

By UKS2 there was a 
strong correlation 
between children who 
said they didn’t enjoy 
reading and children who 
perceived themselves to 
be not good at reading. 
 

Children clearly 
appreciate staff reading 
aloud. 



Our findings, like that of the Teachers as Readers’ research led by Professor Teresa Cremin 
showed that, ‘teachers are not keeping abreast of significant children’s books (or their 
authors) and are thus not in the position to recommend them to children’ (Cremin, et al., 
2008, 2014).  This research rightly points out that this, ‘raises the question of whether 
teachers possess sufficient such knowledge to foster reading for pleasure’ (Cremin et al., 
2014).  We were determined to support teachers in understanding the importance of this 
and providing them with the tools to develop their subject knowledge.  We also knew that 
in order to provide the right child with the right book, staff needed to know their readers 
well.   ‘Children, like adults, develop reading preferences, and teachers need to be able to 
match texts to individual’s interests and needs.  Such focused advice not only widens reading 
repertoires, but increases the chances of young readers finding reading relevant.  It can also 
foster shared knowledge of texts, prompting rich text talk between peers and between 
teachers and children who have read the same text’ (Cremin et al., 2014).  It was our aim to 
develop staff knowledge of the children as readers.  As Aiden Chambers (1985, 1993) states, 
‘teachers of reading need to: suggest reading material to individual children in order to 
motivate them as readers; have a secure knowledge of a range of texts in order to have in-
depth discussions with children; identify books which read aloud well and that the class 
would enjoy.’   
 
We also decided on some simple methods we could use to measure impact: 

• all staff can name and share a broader range of authors  
• all staff make available to their class books which reflect diversity and new writers 
• all children can name/talk about a favourite book and author 
• all children can find something they want to read. 

 
A change team was set up, made of staff from across each phase.  This team would support 
me in leading the project across the school. 
 
Focus Group Children 
Focus group children were identified by members of the change team in their own year 
group (FS, Y2 and Y5).  They were selected using feedback from questionnaires combined 
with pupil premium data. The aim for each focus group was to use facilitated book talk to 
support peer reading, acceptance of reading as a social activity, shared experience of texts, 
confidence in developing and discussing reading preferences. The aim was initially to get to 
know the children really well in order to choose reading material for them. Children were 
interviewed mid-project and their comments used to continue to direct the focus group 
aims. 
 
Developing Staff Knowledge of Children’s Literature 
Encouraging Staff to Read More Widely 
In order to achieve this aim, we used a number of strategies.  Bookshelves were created in 
shared areas promoting wide range of children’s literature. All classes developed their book 
areas and the change team modelled this in their classrooms and shared areas of school. 
Staff were asked to decide on core stories they would read to the class – this had previously 
been directed by Literacy Lead. All staff had access to our Amazon account in order to 
request books for their class and where possible, multiple copies were ordered to 
encourage book talk and develop class reading communities.   New children’s books were 



shared at the start of all staff meetings.  Staff were encouraged and enabled to use Open 
University newsletter and other sources (such as CLPE’s Corebooks, CILIP Carnegie & Kate 
Greenaway Children’s Book Awards) to make new book choices. 
As a result, children were provided with a much broader range of texts to choose from and 
now rarely say there isn’t anything they want to read.  Almost all children in school are 
positively represented in the books to choose from and learning walks across the year 
showed great steps forward in the diversity of books available. 
 
 
Developing Staff Knowledge of Children as Readers 
The children’s questionnaires provided the starting point for this aim. Staff were able to use 
questionnaires to identify children’s reading preferences and to initiate conversations 
around reading preferences. Whole school timetables ensured time was set aside for 
reading but with directed text talk, shared books, encouraged peer to peer text talk, adult 
modelling in all classes.  Where possible, multiple copies were ordered to encouraged book 
talk and develop class reading community.  This continued online during lockdown.  Staff 
were then able to buy new books based on children’s preferences and so maintain the initial 
momentum. 
 
Developing Informal Text Talk 
Timetabling opportunities for text talk was vital but one of the most simple but impactful 
strategies was buying multiple copies of books so that more than one child could read a 
book at the same time, encouraging book talk.  CPD around informal text talk meant that 
more staff began taking more opportunities for book blether and we started to see this 
happening across the school environment: in corridors, on the school gate and at playtimes. 
 
Sustaining Reading for Pleasure During Lockdown 
Of course, the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing lockdowns meant that plans changed and 
were adapted in order to maintain the momentum of this work and staff, children and their 
families rose to the challenge admirably!  Phonics, including live 1:1 sessions continued 
without interruption; all classes maintained Microsoft Teams Bookclub, and every child 
accessed a story read by their classroom staff every day.  Children selected what was read 
aloud to them by voting.  They had access to online libraries, a weekly book blanket, story 
magazines which were delivered to pupil premium children, and individuals delivered books 
to children’s homes to ensure all children still had access to reading materials. 
 
But it was undoubtably difficult to develop a whole school reading community in lockdown 
and then bubbles and this will be something we must continue to work on as a priority in 
the coming year. 
 

https://ourfp.org/news/
https://clpe.org.uk/books/corebooks
https://carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/
https://carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/
https://cdn.ourfp.org/wp-content/uploads/20210205160600/Book_Blankets_Benjamin_Harris_002-2.pdf?_ga=2.174765734.505530073.1627287042-1940948722.1620374547


 
 

Deliver 
During the delivery of the project, and towards the end of the initial year of the project, 
impact was evidenced in a number of ways. 
The change team saw clear evidence of impact on learning walks across the year and these 
included: 

• children recommending books to each other during independent reading sessions 
• waiting lists for class books 
• book baskets of recommended reads 
• informal book reviews 
• use of ICT to encourage text talk! 

 
 
 
 
 

Ted created this reading 
road during lockdown 
when he was learning at 
home. It shows his 
reading experiences. 

Some of the ways the classrooms demonstrated the development of reading communities. 



We looked for evidence of impact on informal book talk and how it was developing between 
adults and children and between peers, as research told us the importance of this aspect of 
Reading for Pleasure, ‘There was evidence in the children’s talk of a new energy and 
enthusiasm rooted in shared interests, pleasure in reading and mutual trust. This was 
described by the project team as ‘inside-text talk’; such informal talk was based on common 
text knowledge and interest in reading, and demonstrated that the children knew each other 
as readers. This child-initiated talk was undertaken in a mobile and fluid manner’ (Cremin et 
al., 2014). 
 
Interviews with children and evidence from classrooms pointed to children talking about 
their reading choices, naming the author, naming a favourite author and then as we 
progressed through the project, articulating what they liked about a particular book, as 
shown in the children’s reviews we published each week in our school newsletter. 

 
 
 
The Rights of the Reader (Pennac, D., 1992) 
We introduced this poster to the staff during a CPD meeting and considered the implications 
for our RfP aims. 
 

  
   
 

Review 
Reviewing the Impact on Staff Knowledge of Children’s Literature  
We repeated the same surveys at the end of the year.  They showed further knowledge of 
modern picture fiction creators but still a reliance on established writers amongst staff. This 

 

It was clear from Twilight 
feedback that staff were 
very inspired by this 
aspect of practice and as a 
result, all classes 
embraced ways of 
creating reading choices 
for children. 
 



evidence does not reflect the wider choices being offered to children or discussions during 
staff meetings.  It also does not reflect the wider range of books being shared in every class 
at core story time. This will clearly take time to embed. 
 

 
 

 
Reviewing the impact on Staff knowledge of Children’s Reading Preferences 

 
 
Reviewing the Impact on Text Talk 

 

Until staff have broader 
knowledge of children’s 
literature, and the ability to 
make specific tailored 
recommendations to particular 
children will be limited and this, 
therefore, must remain a focus 
for continuing development. 

Staff rated their knowledge of children’s 
reading preferences as strong.  Where 
previously this had scored very low on the 
data, staff clearly felt they knew children as 
readers far more. This was also reflected in 
written mid-year reports to parents when 
all staff commented specifically on 
children’s reading preferences and habits. 
 

There were clear changes in how text talk 
was seen by staff over the course of the 
project year, developing from the simple 
starting points of timetabling Bookclub 
and expecting this to be an interactive 
reading time, and using the initial 
questionnaires to begin talking about 
reading preferences. 
 



  
 
 
An Unexpected Aspect of Impact: Choice 
Research shows that offering children choice is a key factor in developing RfP:  
‘Choice of reading and interest in reading are strongly related (Schraw et al., 1998; Clark and 
Pythian-Sence, 2008), and it was evident in the project classrooms that an important factor 
in developing children’s reading for pleasure was choice.’ (Cremin et al., 2014) and although 
this was not identified in our original aims, it became an area in which staff were highly 
motivated to make positive changes. A strong outcome of the Twilight sessions, as seen in 
the informal WhatsApp feedback was the idea of children making choices as readers and 
this encouraged staff to use a range of strategies which gave children more choice. 
Feedback from children’s questionnaires clearly shows that this choice impacted not only on 
their enjoyment in a range of texts but more their ability to articulate their choices and 
realise that if they didn’t enjoy reading, they weren’t reading the right book! This was a 
revelation! 

 
 
Reviewing the Impact on Children 
An initial measurable aim was that all KS2 children would be able to name a favourite author 
and all KS1 children would be able to name a favourite book. Children’s questionnaires 
showed that all children in KS1 were able to name a favourite book when asked only three 
children, in each KS2 class, were not able to name a favourite author when questioned 
(although some named the book without being able to remember the author’s name). 
Another initial aim was that all staff make available to their class books which reflect 
diversity and new writers. Learning walks and pupil interviews clearly evidence this. 
 
 

Obvious changes in attitudes to 
informal text talk are evident in the 
staff responses. 

 



KS1 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Reviewing the Impact on Focus Groups 
Interviews with focus groups revealed that all were able to talk about reading preferences. 

In KS1, only 4 children were not 
positive about reading. 
20% children moved from ‘it’s 
okay’ to ‘I love reading’. 
 

In LKS2, there has been a 
significant increase in 
percentage of children 
indicating that they love 
reading and these children have 
moved from both ‘it’s okay’ and 
‘I’m not bothered’. 
This child articulated why they 
had moved from ‘I’m not 
bothered’ to ‘it’s okay’ and the 
comment would suggest the 
possibility of further positive 
movement. 

 

In UKS2, while the 
percentage of children who 
love reading has remained 
largely the same, the 
percentage of children who 
expressed dislike or 
disengagement has reduced. 
Children who indicated that 
they thought reading was 
okay were more able to 
articulate that they had to 
find the right book to enjoy 
reading. 
 



In the Y5 focus group, one child still said that they didn’t really like reading and they didn’t 
have any books at home. Another child initially said they still didn’t like reading but when 
asked about a series of footballer biographies became enthusiastic about which ones they 
had read and which one they were going to read next. Another child in the group said they 
had started to read the same series because the two had talked about it in Bookclub. The 
following quote is from the Y5 class teacher regarding a child in her focus group who had 
been a reluctant reader, a child in receipt of pupil premium who continues to overcome a 
number of barriers to learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Of course, this child will need support to sustain this enthusiasm in order to embed his own 
reading for pleasure, but this is a strong beginning! 
 

 
 
 

Sustain 
Taking part in the Open University’s RfP project has had a hugely positive impact on our 
school as a reading community and has helped us to identify and begin to deliver the 
changes we knew were needed if our children were to truly read for pleasure. Of course, 
this is an ongoing process and already the findings from the last year have enabled us to 
identify our next steps by inviting us to ask a number of key questions. 
 
How can we create a community of reading for pleasure in every classroom and 
staffroom? 
Our thoughts: 

• continue to develop staff knowledge of new children’s literature 

• provide specific recommendations to young readers 

• engage in informal book talk 

Penny in Y2 had originally indicated that she 
disliked reading in spite of being a fluent reader. 
She was part of the focus group for this reason 
and when interviewed in the spring term had 
become enthusiastic about a series of books she 
was reading and what she was going to read next. 
 

When I spoke to … he said he much preferred reading this year to reading last year. When I 
asked him why he said it was because there was a lot more choice in the books in the 

classroom. I challenged him on this because actually the reverse is true, and we’ve scaled back 
the number of books in the classroom…but the selection is more carefully thought out, so he 

corrected himself and said, “Well there are much more books that interest me on the shelves.” 
He also enjoyed the fact that the teacher had taken time to talk to him about reading and that 

he had been able to choose books to buy for the classroom. 



• design and deliver a monthly programme of events designed to entice and excite 
children 

• share new books amongst staff  

• ensure children in receipt of pupil premium funding and the bottom 20% of attainers 
have full access to reading materials. 

 
‘The research reveals a tension between the personal reading habits and pleasures of the 
adult teachers and their knowledge and practice with regard to children’s literature’ (Cremin 
et al., 2014).  Linking research to our own findings from the initial surveys led us to identify 
that developing staff knowledge of children’s literature was an important area for 
development as this is key to positively impacting on children’s reading habits.  ‘Those 
teachers who have a secure knowledge of a range of children’s literature are not only more 
able to recommend the right text for the right child, but are also better positioned to create 
a community of readers in the classroom (Younger and Warrington2005; Kwek et al., 2007)’ 
in Building Communities of Engaged Readers, Reading for Pleasure by Cremin et al. (2014). 
 
How can we sustain and develop the focus groups’ love of reading effectively? 

• All class teachers will have a focus group, identified through questionnaires, pupil 
premium and bottom 20% data. 

Children’s surveys clearly showed that as children moved through school, their pleasure in 
reading was closely linked to their perceptions of themselves as competent in reading. Our 
school context shows that as a school, children make good progress in Reading and attain 
well compared to national outcomes, especially with regard to our socio-economic factors. 
We identified that this meant we had perhaps given a false impression of what reading 
really was to our children and perhaps had, in what we termed ‘reading’ fallen into what 
Hempel-Jorgensen, A., Cremin, T., Harris, D. and Chamberlain, L. (2018) identify as a 
‘pedagogy of poverty’: ‘[RfP] … a practice with volition and engagement at its core (Cremin 
et al., 2014) and one which has significant cognitive, emotional and social benefits (OECD 
2010).’ And as they found: ‘[This] understanding of reading was internalised by children.’   
An aim of each focus group will therefore be to change this perception in children in order 
to create a community which regards reading as a pleasurable activity and ‘a practice with 
volition and engagement at its core’ (Cremin et al., 2014). 
 
Moving Forwards 
 

• Reading for Pleasure remains a key priority on our Developing Excellence Plan. 
• We will continue to prioritise RfP CPD for all staff. 
• Significant financial investment will continue. 
• There will be a strong focus on bottom 20% of attainers and the impact we can bring 

about for these children – our whole approach next year will be to view Reading for 
Pleasure through the lens of these children. 

 


